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SUMMARY 

A feasibility  criterion for transportation problcma  in 

which certain variables are inadmissible  is shown to yield a 

simple feasibility  test  for suoh problens when the admissible 

set has  the form of a staircase.     A simple rule is then pre- 

sented for singling out a feasible solution for staircase 

problems.     As an application of these  results,  it is  shown 

that a particular case of the problem of minimizing the number 

of carriers to meet  a fixed schedule  can be solved explicitly 

by an appropriate  interpretation of the  staircase rule. 
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A FEASIBILITY CRITERION FOR STAIRCASE 
TRANSPORTATION  PROBLEMS AND AN  APPLICATION 

TO A SCHEDULINO  PROBLEM 

D.   R.   Fulkeraon 

INTRODUCTION 

In this note we apply a general  feasibility criterion  for 

transportation problems  In which some variables are inadmis- 

sible to obtain a simple feaBiblllty test  for such problems  when 

the admissible set has a certain form«  dubbed staircase  (§2). 

As a by—product,  an easily applied rule  is presented for pick- 

ing out a feasible solution to the latter problem when one 

exists. 

As an application of these results,   it is shown that a 

particular case of the problem of minimizing the number of 

carriers to meet a fixed schedule   [l]   can be solved directly 

by an appropriate interpretation of the procedure for selecting 

a feasible solution.     TTius,   for example,   the following problem 

has an easy solution.     Suppose given a network which is  simply 

a chain,  and assume that pickup points  P,,   ...,   P    are at one 

end of the chain,  discharge points D,,   ...,  D    at the other 

and,   and that each arc  of the chain has  a given traversal  time. 

If,   for each origin-destination pair P  .   D  .  there is given a r  s 
1   2 fixed schedule of times t  , t , ...  at which a loaded car- 

rier is to leave P bound for D. (there to be unloaded and r s 

reassigned to pick up any other load that it can reach in time), 

how many carrlors are required to meet the schedule? 
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1.     FEASIBILITY AND RSDUCTION CRITSRIA 

Various necessary and sufficient conditions  for feasibility 

of the transportation constraints 

n 
% X1J  " al 1 - 1,   ...,  n 

2 xii ^ bj J - 1,   ...»  n 
1-1 

xiJ ^ 0 

where certain of the variables are inadmissible (i.e., fixed 

at sero), say 

(2) xii " 0 for a Slven set J of pairs (i, j), 

are easily deduced fros either the max—flow min-cut theorem [2] 

or from Oale's feasibility theorem [j5] for network flows.  If 

the set 7   is not specialized in any way, these conditions 

(sec Theorem 1 below) are impracticable to apply unless m or 

n is small.  However, for the case we will be interested in, 

the conditions become very simple, as will be seen. 

To state Theorem 1, we require some definitions.  For 

each row i • 1, . .., m of the m by n transportation array, 

define the span of I (demoted ö'(l)) to be all of those columns, 

say J., ..., Jj. for which IJ., ..., ij  belong to the ad- 

»issible set CK " ^ \  extend this definition to subsets 

I "jl,, ..., lA of the rows by 
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6{1)  - 6{i1)  U ... U <J(li) 

If I and J are subsets of the rows and columns, respectively, 

having the property that IJc^r Implies either l€l or JtJ, the 

set (I;J) Is a covering of ^ [4] . In particular, the set of 

all rows (or the set of all columns) Is always a covering. A 

covering may be termed proper If no proper subset covers ^. 

Thus, for example. In the transportation array of Pig. 1, 

where Inadmissible cells are shown crossed out, <5({l, 2}) - 

{2, 3» 5, 6, ?} and (l, 3, 4; 2, 5, 6) is a proper covering 

of ^ . 

M, 5 6   7 

*x > xS XX 

:i 
„X 

5X M X 
Pig. 1 

rr. 
Theorem 1.     Suppose a1 ^ 0,   b.  2 0»   and let A  ^    Z ai• 

Then the  following  statements arft  equivalent; 

(1)     the  constraints  (l)   and  (2)   are  reaslble; 

(11)     for every set   I of  rows,    X ai  ^    I ,   .bi   ; 
"  lei  l      Jcd(l)   J 

(111)     for every  (proper)   covering  (I;  J), £ ai   ^    E bi 2 A 

 "—^——  lei  :L       jcJ  J 
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Proof.   Assume (l).  31nce the rectangle IX 6{ I) is 

contained In J  , we have 

Z^- Z   Z^j- 2   s    ^±1   I    ^i Z    ^^ 
Id    lei J-l     lil Jc5(l)     1-1 Jcdd)     J€<J(I) 

rerlfylng (ll).  To prove that (11) Implies (ill), notice that 

If (I)J) Is a covering, then <5'( I) Is contained In J.  Hence 

* -  Z «! -   Z M  Z  ^ 1 Z ^ • 
Id    lei    Jcd(l)    JeJ 

'Rie proof will be completed by showing that (ill) Implies 

(1).  To do this, we shall use the max-flow mlrv-cut theorem 

applied to r representing network N for the constraints (l) 

and (2). 

Let N consist of nodes s, p,, ..., p , q,, ..., a , t and 

directed area 

sp>  with capacity c(s, p,) m &\ (l - 1, ...» m) 

q.t with capacity c(q., t)  " b<     (J ■ 1* •••» n) 

p.q. with capacity c(p.,q<)-ao     (ijc^r). 
i j i  j 

The  constraints (l) and (2) are feasible If and only If the 

value of a maximal flow from s to t is A.  Hence It suffices 

to show that every cut capacity exceeds A.  A cut In N Is a 

partition of the nodes into two sets X, X with scX, tcU; the 

capacity c(X, X) of the cut Is the sum of the capacities of 

all arcs leading from X to T. VtwiB 
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c(X,  "7)  -    2 c(8,  Pj^)  +    J cCpj^,  q^)  ■♦■    2 o(qj,  t) 
P1£l Pj^fX QjCX 

qjfI 

and c(X, Y)   is  infinite unless the set of arcs P^q«  with 

p.iX,  q^c^ is vacuous.     If this  set  Is vacuous,  however,  we 

see fro« the definition of N that  ijc^t  Implies that either 

p-€X or q.cX.     Hence  (I;  J),  where 

I -  {l|p1cx] 

J - Okjcx} , 

Is a covering of Ol,  and consequently  (ill)   Implies 

c(X,   X)  -    Ja.  +   Z bi  2 A- 
id 1      JcJ  J 

Tliuu all cut capacities exceed A, proving (l). Obviously (ill) 

may be restricted to proper coverings, If desired. 

The proof of the ]ast implication of TTieorem 1 establishes 

the following corollary of the maa—flow min-cut theorem. 
m  n 

Iheoren 2.  The maximum of £  Z xi i sub^'gct to the 

constraints (2) and 
A A"« 

n 

fru * «i 

(5) 

X1J i0 
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is equal to the mlnlmua of 7] a. -f T b. taken over all proper 
Id 1    J€J J 

coverings (I; J). 

With respect to a given covering (I; J) of Oi t  we shall 

say that a cell IJc^f Is singly covered or doubly covered ac- 

cording as Just one of the relations lei, JcJ holds or both do. 

The next theorem provides a reduction criterion for the problem 

of finding a feasible solution to (l) and (2) (or what Is the 

same thing, for maximizing the total sum of variables subject 

to (2) and (5)). 

ITieorem 3.  Suppose IJc^ Is singly covered In every proper 

covering of Oi •  TYien setting x.. - mln (a., b.) yields a new 

tranaportation problem whose feasibility Is equivalent to that 

of the original problem. 

Proof.  The new problem Is obtained from the old by re- 

ducing a. and b1 by mln (a., b.).  Clearly if the new problem 

Is feasible, so Is the old.  On the other hand. If the original 

problem Is feasible, then (ill) of Theorem 1 holds for all 

proper coverings (I; J) of (^r.  Since 1J is singly covered in 

each proper covering, both sides of every inequality 

T a. + Z ^1 2 A are reduced by the same aimnount in the new 
id 1  JcJ J 

problem, and consequently (ill) remains valid. 

Notice, conversely, that any cell ij which is doubly covered 

in some proper covering may not be a candidate for immediate 

evaluation in checking the feasibility of a given problem, or 

in solving the related maximum problem.  Thus the futility of 

attempting to devise direct methods of solution which will work 

for all such problems is apparent.  However, for the particular 
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claso  of problems dealt with In the next  section.   Theorem  5 

does  provide  such a method  for the determination of a feasible 

solution  If one exists. 

2.     STAIRCASg PgASIBILITY   PROBUBM 

The transportation constraints  (l)   and  (2)  will be said 

to be   In  staircase  fonn  (with K steps)   If they may be written 

as 

ai rK 
^ XlJ -  al   (*  -  * »•••* ^ ) ^ X3 J   ^  bJ   (J"1*•••* 0!) 

J-l 1-1 

82 rK 

J-l l-r^l 

8K ^K 

1 imrK-l+1 

where  l^r,   <  ...   <rK-m,     l^ßi   <8p<   ...   <sK"n. 

Thus  the  constraints  (l)   and  (2)  may be pictured as  »hown In 

the  example of Pig.   2,   where r,   - 1,   r2 -  2,   r, - 2,   r^ -  5* 

and s,   »1,   8p " 5#   83 m  ^»   ^^ m 8- 
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l 

2 

4 

5 

 ——c—la/ \S   \C— 

' ' ——■ ■       y       ' *  

Pig.   2 

To discover whether (l)  and (2)  may be put In staircase 

fonn,   simply arrange  the rows In order of Increasing number 

of admissible ceils,   the columns In order of decreasing number 

of admissible cells.     If the constraints are not staircase 

after this arrangement,  no rearrangement will work. 

Define,   for k -  1,   ...,   K, 

Sc (r0 - 0) 

(5) 

\- 

i-'k-l*1 

3, 

>8k-l+1 

(B0 - 0)   . 

TTie  following theorem   Is an easy consequence of Theorem  1. 

Theoran   4.    Suppose a.  ^ 0»  b< 2 ^^     If the constraints 

(l)   and  (2)   are staircase with K steps,   the problem Is  feasible 

If and only if 

,lAii.lBi K,    •■    If      • • • j     IV* 

i-i i-i 
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Proof.     Elther of the  conditions of Theorem 1  leads directly 

to the condition of Theorem 4.     Suppose we apply  (ill).    Notice 

that  the only proper coverings  of Oi are  those  (I;   J)  where 

I - | r^^ +1,   ...,rK-m|,   J"/l,   ...,   Bk__1 \,   k-l#   ...,K.+  1. 

Thus  (ill)   la  equivalent  to  the K ■♦- 1  Inequalities 

(6) 

1-1 1 1 A 

K 

2Ai 1-2 1 
f 
\ 2 A 

K 
^t- 

2 
1 A 

AK -f 

K-l 

2 A 

K 

.S,Bi 2 A, 

K 
the  first of which Is an  equality.     Writing  A =•    2 Ai   1-n the 

1-1   1 

remaining  inequalities gives  the  condition of Theorem  4. 

Using Theorem 3,   a  simple  rule  for picking a  feasible 

solution  (* r solving the  related maximum problem)  may be de- 

duced  for staircase problems.     Let   ^(JiJ   h«  the  set  of  Indices 

Notice  that  the  rectangles   1.   X  J,    are singly  covered  in all 

proper coverings.     Thus  we may  select any  cell  1J   from one of 

these  rectangles  and set  x..  - min  (a.,   b.),   thereby deleting 
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a row or coluan (or both), and leaving a smaller staircase 

problem. The process may then be repeated. After at most 

m + n — 1 stepe, a feasible solution has been constructed. 

Moreover, since all ither admissible cells are doubly 

covered in same  proper covering, this is the only safe pro- 

cedure to use in attempting to find a solution by the reduction 

process of Theorem 5. 

We also point out the obvious fact that If the row and 

columns sums a. and b, are integers, the staircase rule yields 

an integral solution to the feasibility problem or Its related 

maximum problem. 

3.  A CARRIER 3CHSDULIN3 PRQBLKW 

It has been shown in [l] that the problem of minimizing 

the number of carriers required to meet a fixed schedule can 

be reduced to the transportation problem of maximizing the total 

sum of variables subject to constraints of the form (2) and (3). 

Under certain circumstances, the admissible set for this trans- 

portation problem is staircase, thereby permitting a trivial 

solution. 

The general problem may be described as follows.  A reo— 

tangular array of spaces Is given, one row for each piokup 

point P,, and one column for each discharge point D_.  In space r s 

r, s there is a finite sequence t   of positive integers 
r, 6 

representing the times at  which a carrier  Is  to  load at pickup 

point  ?„  for delivery to destination D  .     In addition,   two r s ' 
arrays of positive  integers a.^ and b,,.,  are given,  wher« a_  is 
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the loading-traveling time from Pr t o D
8 

and bra the unloading

traveling time rrom D
8 

to Pr. The problem la to aeet the fixed 

schedule given by the array or sequences with a m1n1mua nUJiber 

or carriers. 

A particular version of the problem which can be solved 

by the ataircaae rule is obtained by specializing the matrix 

bra of reassignment ttmea to have the form 

We then define 

a( a, r ): numb r or carriers required at !·r at time a + br, 

b ( ~, a) : nuaber of carriers available at D
8 

at time~- c
8

• 

Thus a (a, r ) may be computed rrom the given table or sequences 

and b(~ , ' ) from this table and the aatr1x ars or loading

traveling ttaes. The range of a,~ may be taken to be 1, ... , K, 

where K ia chosen sufriciently large to include all positive 

a(ca, r), (~, a ). 

Por any given routing or carriers to aeet the schedule, 

let x(a, r; ~, a ) denote the number of carriers located at D
8 

at time ~- c
8 

which are reassigned to pick up loads at Pr at 

time a + br. Thus the constraints 
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2 x(a, r; 3, a) ^ b(ß, a), 
a,r 

(7) 

(8) 

^ x(af r; ß, s) ^ a(a, r), 

ß,B 

x(a, r; B, a) ^ 0, 

x(a, r; ß. a) - 0 If (ß - cg) + (br + c5) > a > br. 

are eatlafled for all routlnga.  Converaely, any Integral aolu— 

tlon to the conatralnta (Y) and (8) may be uaed to conatruct 

routinga for M carriers, where M la the difference between the 

total number of entries In the table of sequences and the total 

number of reasslgnraenta  ^   x(a, r; ß, s).  Hence an Integral 
a,r,ß,s 

solution to (7) and (8) which maxlmlzet 

(9) Z  x(a, r; ß, s) 
a,r,ß,8 

minimizes the number of carriers required. 

If we order the rows (a, r) and columna (ß, a) of the 

tranaportatl^n conatralnta (7) lexicographically, say, we aee 

from (8) that the admlaalble set, defined by ß ^ a, la atalr- 

caae.  A particular Interpretation of the staircase rule then 

leads to the following routing doctrine:  If an empty Is avail- 

able at D at time a and If, for any r, there Is a load eched- s 

uled to leave P at time a -f b  , assign the empty to F : r rs r 

otherwise, look next for loads leaving the pickup points at 
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tlmes a + 1 ■♦- b , and so on. One cam apply this rule first 

to construct a routing for one carrier, then (In the reduced 

table of sequences) for another carrier, etc. The resulting 

routing Is one using the mlnljnal number of carriers. 

Also an explicit fomula for the minimal number of car- 

riers required can be written down.  Let T be the total number 

of entries In the given table of sequences, and define 

(10) 

A(a) - X a(a, r) 

B(a) - X b(a, B) 
s 

a ■» 1, . . ., K 

Then  (see  TTieoren 2 and  Inequalities  (6))   the minimal  number 

of carriers  Is given by 

11) \ In T - mln 
l^k^K+1 

-  K k—1 
V A(a)   ^    I B(a) 

.a- ftc o-l 

We conclude with a numerical example.  Suppose there are 

two pickup and two discharge points with fixed schedules given 

by the table 

and let 

1, ^ 6, 7, 10, 12, 13 

3, 5, 6, 9,  10, 12, 15 

[ars] " fbr»l 
2  1 
1 2 

9, 15 

7, 10, 13, 15 

Thus we may take b, - 2, bp " 1, c, - 0, Op ■ 1. 
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The fuTiCtions  A(a)   and B(a)   are  tabulated below: 

A(a)    .     B(a) 
T 
2 

I 
5 
6 

9 
10 
11 
12 

11 
13 
16 

\l 
19 

5 

o 
2 
p 

1 
l 
2 
2 
1 
2 
I 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

The minimum of the bracketed expreaalon In (ll), which occurs 

for k - 10, ie 14. and thus M^^ -20-14-6.  Individual 

routings for the six carriers, obtained using the routing rule 

previously described, follow: 



1 2 

1 p1 

2 
- ----

3 Dl p2 
t- --

4 D1 
- ·-

5 p2 
1-·-

6 p1 Dl 

7 I p2 

8 ~ 
~ 9 ! D2 
+> 10 p1 

11 
I 

12 ~ 
I 

p1 I I 

13 p2 

14 D1 

15 D2 p2 

16 
---

17 D2 
-

18 

~--

Carrier 

3 4 

--

f- -

pl 
r---

I 
-- --

I D1 j p2 
-

I I D1 

l 
p1 p I 

2 1 

I 
01 i 

-
I I 

I I 
I 

I I 
I 

D2 I I 

-
p1 I 

I . 
' 

p1 ~ 

' 
D2 I 

I 

5 

-

--

-

p1 

Dl 

p2 

-

D2 
-

-

p2 

Dl 
-·-

6 

r- -

-- -

--

r----- - -

p2 
-

D1 
- -
p2 

-
D1 

-
I 

i 

I 

-

j 

1'-1188 
1~7 

-1$-
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